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   NH Rallies for Traditional Marriage! 
Protesters reading Mass Resistance white paper  
on same sex marriage by Brian Camenker. 

Concord, NH – An estimated 900 motivated NH citizens turned out to support marriage and defend their 
pocket book on April 15.   With signs expressing grievances the NH State and Federal government have 
caused its people -the rally served the purpose of putting legislators on notice that destroying marriage, 
forcing citizens to submit to the bizarre agenda of the transgenders, destroying NH retirement fund 
benefits, raising taxes on every consumable and service is not acceptable.   

While hundreds of traditional marriage supporters sang hymns, listened to speakers such as Manchester 
Mayor  Frank Guinta,  the homosexual lobbyist blared a recording of Martin Luther King; later to try and 
invade the marriage rally with signs and yell slogans at the crowd.   One supporter of traditional 
marriage had a sign sloganed “Time to Grow Up”, which caused a stir among homosexual protesters. 

Mass Resistance flyers were passed out to attendees of the rally.  Many were astonished at the 
consequences of allowing marriage to be redefined in Massachusetts.  The jailing of a father, David 
Parker, because he asked that he be notified when homosexual issues would be taught in his son’s 
elementary class made many shake their heads in disgust.   

One  Pastor later testified to the Senate Judiciary stated that the Leader for the Freedom to Marry 
Coalition in a conversation on a marriage amendment stated, “Why the h--- would we give citizens the 
G—D--- right to vote on a civil rights issue.”    Pastor Ken Bosse asked the judicial committee “why isn’t 
marriage being put before the people like 30 other states have done”.   There was no answer. 

A representative of Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays NH testified to the need of transgenders 
for a gender neutral marriage to ease the burden they face when transferring from one sex to another in 
a present marriage or relationship. 

While outside the capitol on the corner of Main Street a homosexual while swearing, ripped pages out 
of a Bible and threw them at demonstrators, Student Action Teams.  The video can be seen on YouTube 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=cD7Ccdm4z-4. 

After 8 hours of testimony the hearing was closed.  The Judiciary committee has not voted on a 
recommendation to the full senate as of today.   


